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Letter of transmutai to 
the Executive Director of UMIDO 

Mr. I. II. Abdel-Rahman 

Dt»nr Mr. Abdel-Rahman, 

We have the honour to present herewith the report of the Seminar on 
Copper Production in l>eveloping Countries, held in Moscow from 1—6 Octo- 
ber 1070, under the auspices of the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization and in close co-operation with the appropriato USSR authorities. 

The participants discussed the substance of the papers presented at the 
Seminar and reviewed various practical considerations of the development of 
the copper industry under the conditions prevailing in developing countries. 
The discussions covered current and new technological processes used in the 
production and transformation of copper, including their economic aspects. 

The conclusions and recommendations reflect the spirit of the discussions 
held and opinions expressed. We sincerely hope that these recommendations 
will provide you with a sound basis for your future work programme. 

We wish to express our deep appreciation to UNIDO for the opportunity 
to attend this Seminar and to the USSR authorities for their assistance and 
hospitality. 

Yours sincerely, 

Chairman 
K. I. Ushakov 
Director, State Institute of Non-Ferrous 

Metallurgy 
USSR 

Discussion Leader 
B. Leuschner 
Regional Adviser on Technological 

Research for Industry 
Economic Commission for Latin America 
Chile 

Rapporteur 
G. S. Somerset 
Assistant Director and Secretary 
British Non-Ferrous Metals Federation 
United Kingdom 
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Introduction 

1. The purpose of the Seminar, whom; conclusions and recommendations 
are given in chapter« 1 and 2, was to study «rid evaluate the technical and 
economic aspects of the application of modern metallurgical processe» to the 
production and transformation of copper, and to assess their imi»ortanee to 
developing countries for increasing the revenue« from their copper industries. 
The list of papers discussed during the Seminar is presented in annex 2. 

2. The participants included 54 representatives from developed countries 
and 14 from developing countries. The full lis' of participant« is given in 
annex 1. 

3. The meeting opened with an assessment of the world market for copper 
and the possibilities for the developing countries to compete in this market. 
This appraisal is given in chapter 3. Chapter 4 examines the requirements 
of the developing countries. Chapter 5 indicates trends in the development 
of the copper industry. Chapters 6 and 7 cover the technical development« 
in «melting and refining described by the experts, and chapter 8 summarizes 
developments in copper transformation. Chapter 0 outlines the history of the 
copper industry in two developing countries—Chile and Bulgaria. 

4. The Seminar was followed by a tour of plants in the USSR, which included 
minei, smelters, refineries and plant« fabricating o pper and copper-alloy 
product«. 

5. The Croup elected Mr. K. Ushakov as Chairman, Mr. B. Leusehner as 
Discussion leader, and Mr. 0. 8. Somerset as Rapporteur. Mr. Christo Popov 
of the UNIDO secretariat ser. d as Technical Secretary. In addition to 
Mr. Ushakov, representatives of the host Government were Mr. J. P. Voro- 
nenkov, Deputy Minister, Ministry of Non-Ferrous Metallurgy, USSR; 
Mr. L. K. Davidov, who served as Technical Secretary of the Seminar; 
Mr. V. I. Vlassov, who was the officer responsible for organizing the visit» 
to plants; and Mr. V. V. Mikhailov, who was the officer responsible for 
organization of interpretation. 

6. The experts attended the meeting in a personal capacity and the views 
expressed are not necessarily those of their organizations or of their Govern- 
ment«. 
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7. This report is the second to lie prepared by TNT DO on the copper industry. 
The first report, •'.Modernization and Expansion of Plants in the Copper 
Industry" (lD/WCi.12/7). was preparili by an Expert Consulting Group 
following a meeting held in Vienna in November 1007. The recommendations 
of that meeting remain valid and should be taken into account. 



1. CONCLUSIONS 

H.    The 
apparent 
future : 

(1) 

(5) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

following main trends in the world copper industry have become 
m recent years and they are likely to continue in'the foreseeable 

A sustained increase in production and consumption- 
A growing tendency towards developing relatively poor ores- 
Greater processing of secondary raw materials; 
An increasing < .nphasis on the comprehensive utilization of copper- 
containing raw materials, involving the extraction not only of 
copper hut also of sulphur, precious metala, lead, zinc, iron molyb- 
denum and  other  associated  metals,   materials and  chemical. 
bulphunc acid and fertilizers and other products may be of partie- 
ular interest to developing countries; 

Wider application of underground, heap and dump leachimr of 
copper from oxidized and sulphide-oxide ores; solutions are either 
cemented and subjected to electrowinning or purified and con- 
centrated lor electrowinning. As a result, additional amounts of 
copper are obtained from complex raw materials and dumps with 
a modest capital investment and with low production costs; 

The application of improved hydrometallurgical and pvrometai- 
lurgical processes for the extraction of copper from mixed and 
oxidized ores as well as from oxidized carbonate ores; 

Copper sulphide concentrates aie processed in the main by pvro. 
metallurgical techniques.  Lately, pyrometallurgieal research has 
been aimed  at  intensifying existing  processes  and  developing 
continuous and combined processes. Such processes may be less 
capital intensive, alk»   -,r improved utilization of raw materials 
and reduce fuel consumption; 

Increasing attention is being given to utilizing the heat of exhaust 
gases. The use of oxygen in copper processing is expanding; 

Electrorefining techniques have made considerable progress with 
the mechanization of production processes, current reversal higher 
current densities, new reagents, corrosion-resistant materials semi- 
conductor rectifiers, and the use of the latest instruments for 
process control and short-circuit detection; 
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(10) Recently, the main copper-producing and export in«: countries have 
made substantial chances in the legal e tat us of ownership of their 
copper industries, with their (Governments assuming a decisive role. 
These changes are starting to produce a favourable effect on their 
economies, to auirment the receipts of foreign currency, to con- 
solidate their balance of pay meats, and t > create mlditional employ- 
ment ; 

(11) Copper resources now known, or likely to be discovered, in devel- 
oping countries} are expected to be of the same types as those 
found throughout the world. Existing proven technology is adequate 
for the immediate exploitation of most of these resources, although 
the new technology should be useful; 

(12) The shortage of skilled personnel hampers the growth of the copper 
industry and makes the training of personnel a primary consid- 
eration for the developing countries; 

(13) It is worth noting the example of Chile, whore a state-owned 
company, Empresa Nacional de Minería (ENAMI), purchases 
copper raw materials from small-scale producers and processes 
them at its metallurgical plants. It aliso gives financial and 
technical assistance to these producers. The total production 
from these mines is about 10 per cent of the total output of the 
country ; 

(14) Some copper-consuming countries follow a policy of buying copper 
products of lower aggregate value from the developing countries 
supplying raw materials such as concentrates and unrefined copper; 

(15) The increasing amounts of copper scrap in developed countries 
provide them with an alternative source of copper supplies that 
is in competition with the primary copper produced by the devel- 
oping countries. This situation is unlikely to change in the neat- 
future in view of the low per capita topper consumption in devel- 
oping countries and their small share of the total world consump- 
tion; 

(16) The production and export of semimanufactures and fabricated 
products from developing countries is almost negligible. 



2.   RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.    The recommendations that resulted from the discussion are directed to 
UNIDO, the developing countries and the developed countries. 

A.    11  was  recommended that the   United  Nations  Industrial  Development 
Organization: 

(1) Increase the technical assistance devoted to the development of 
copper industry in developing countries. This assistance includes: 

(a) Expert missions; 
(b) Consulting services; 
(c) Preparation of preliminary feasibility studies; 
(d) Fellowship programmes; 
(e) Arrangements for carrying out laboratory tests and other 

studies in industrialized countries as they are needed; 
(f) Assistance aimed at increasing the degree of domestic pro- 

cessing of available copper raw materials, along with the pro- 
duction of copper and its further fabrication; 

(g) Assistance aimed at improving the economic and technological 
performance of existing copper extraction and transformation 
plants ; 

(h) Assistance in the preparation of requests for technical as- 
sistance from developing countries on problems related to 
their copper industry. 

(2) Evaluate new metallurgical processes with a view to their possible 
application in developing countries; 

(3) Stimulate and assist in the establishment of research and develop- 
ment centres for non-ferrous metallurgy in those developing coun- 
tries where conditions are appropriate; 

(4) Collect and circulate to developing countries information on legis- 
lation pertaining u» the copper industry. This information should 
«over legislation related to fiscal matters and also to the granting 
of exploration and mining licences; 

(5) Inform the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAIT) 
that the problem of tariffs on copper products exported from devel- 
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oping countries lias been discussed, and that these organizations 
should make efforts to reduce these tariffs with a view to facilitai in ir 
the furl her development of the copper industry, which is the basis 
of Ihi' economy of a number of developing count lies: 

(li) Inform the international financial organizations, such as die Inter- 
national Bank for Reconstruct ion and Development (IBRD), that 
an endeavour should he made to augment the funds needed for 
the development of the copper industry in order to decrease the 
dependency on industrialized countries; 

(7^ Organize future meetings of experts from various countries on the 
financial, taxation, economie and marketing problems as well as on 
problems connected with the establishment of new copper industries 
in developing countries. 

fi.    It traft recommended that drrelojùny countries: 

(1) Look into the possibilities of expanding their primary copper pro- 
duction and developing an integrated industry to produce, a range 
of products such as blister, refined copper and semimanufactures 
where this is economically feasible. Since a major part of world 
primary copper is produced in developing countries, prospecting, 
exploration, and processing should be encouraged in these countries. 
In this connexion it is important to note that the capital costs of 
facilities for the production of final copper products are substantially 
less than those for copper mining; but the benefits are also less; 

(2) Consider tho application of newly proven commercial technology 
for the extraction of copper from sulphide, oxide and mixed sulphide- 
oxide ores, for the utilization of waste dumps, and for the design 
and operation of concentrators, smelters and refineries that may be 
appropriate to the existing or planned operations in each country; 

(3) »Study and evaluate the most efficient scale of production facilities 
for refinery operations, on the basis of local conditions; 

(4) Encourage the use of tho services of outside experts in the design, 
construction and commissioning of metallurgical enterprises and for 
the training of local personnel; 

(5) Work out forecasts for world copper production, consumption and 
exports, with the assistance of UNIDO, with a view to improving 
their knowledge of the market situation and the likely trends in 
the future; 

(fi) Establish pilot plants, whenever applicable and economically 
feasible, for the treatment of indigenous copper-containing minerals 
using the most efficient processes, with the assistance and support, 
if desired, of UNIDO and the industrialized countries; 

(7) Create conditions that would encourage the investment of capital 
from international financial institutions and other sources; 
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('. 

(St) Take into account the experience of the copper industry in those 
countries that have developed their copper industry within the 
last   15 -L'O years. 

It traft recommended that the developed countries: 

( I ) Continue the development of copper-production technology in order 
to improve the efficiency, recovery, productivity and the quality 
of copper products and reduce the cost of copper and its by-products 
and co-product metals and materials. Such advanced procedures 
should include the elimination of pollution from production wastes; 

(2) Assist the developing countries in their search for capital investment 
to build production facilities; 

(3) Keep the developing countries informed on the latest developments 
in the technology, engineering and economics of copper production. 





3.   ECONOMIC ASPECTS AND MARKETING 
POSSIBILITIES OF COPPER PRODUCTION FOR 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

PRODUCTION 

10. Copper is present in the earth's surface in many countries, but it is 
mined primarily in Canada, Chile, Peru, the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republies, the United States, the Republie of Zaire and Zambia. Table 1 gives 
the figure» for the world production of copper mines. The output of the mines 
increased over the ten years of the development decade (I960—1 WW) by 
1.7 million tons or 40 per cent. 

11. The data in table 2 indicate that about 00 per cent of the world pro- 
duction of copper over this period was mined in the developed countries. 
The balance was accounted for mainly by the developing countries in Africa, 
Asia and Latin America. Table 2 also gives figures for the mine production 
of the developing countries over the same period, during which these countries 
produced 40 per cent of the world output. 

12. The smelting of copper is carried out in many cases close to or at the 
'aines, but it is also done by custom smelters in the countries consuming 
copper. Tables 3 and 4 give figures for the world production of smokers. 
This includes the production from concentrates and the production of second- 
ary blister and rough copper from scrap residues. 

13. Some years ago it appeared that primary copper would be smelted and 
refined increasingly at or close to the mines rather than in the copper-con- 
suming countries. Even if this had occurred, however, the large secondary 
metal industry, which is based on the use of scrap and residues as a raw 
material, would continue to be located in the industrialized countries where 
scrap is produced. 
14. The output of blister copper in the developing countries is about one 
third of the world total or less than the proportion for mine output. This 
is explained by the fact that concentrates are shipped to the industrialized 
countries for smelting. 
15. It appears now, however, that this trend is roversing. Some countries 
—notably Japan and, to a lesser extent, the countries of Western Europe— 
are contracting for the supply of concentrates and blister to food their smelters 

11 
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CCOMIMK    ASI'F.ÍTS   AM.   MAIIKKTIMl   1'OSSUII I.ITI KS i'A 

TAIU.K •> PKOUl.'t HON   OK   MINKS,   11V   I >K VKI.OI'i; 1 )   AM)   I>1 

I960    1909 

(Thousand tons) 

VKI/H'IM: I oi vntn;-:, 

World                                   Jhurl»i>,:l 
l"ll*l                                     count rie* 

Dei't'lopiltiJ 

liMiO •1,234.0                            2,401.1 1,833.5 
1901 4,31*5.2                            2,543.3 1,851.1) 
1 902 4,559.7                            2,710.1 1,849.0 
ii)(¡:j 4,029.1)                            2,729.8 1,1)00.1 
1904 4,848.4                              2,887.9 1,900.5 
1905 5,065.0                            3,053.7 2,011.3 
1 900 5,301.!»                            3,205.» 2,030.1) 
1007 5,073.5                            2,958.3 2,115.2 
1968 5,474.0                            3,276.3 2,190.7 
1961) 5,908.9                            3,000.1 2,308.8 

ANNI AI AVEKAOK 

HATK OF HIIOWTH       ¡  3.8';,,                                   . 4.(i" -, 2.0", 

and refineries. The companies concerned have offered to finance the develop- 
ment of new mining venture». In exchange they have entered into long-term 
contracts with the mines for the supply of minerals. 

16. The production of refined copper is dispersed much more widely through- 
out the world and much of the refining takes place in the industrialized 
countries. Refined copper can be produced both from primary and secondary 
blister and also from scrap. The output of refined copper, which now amounts 
to over 7 million tons per annum, is substantially higher than smelter pro- 
duction. The production figures are given in tables 5 and 0. The total output 
of refined copper has risen by some 2.2 million tons in the last decade and 
1.3 million tons in the last five years. The output of secondary refined copper 
from scrap and residues has almost doubled in the last decade and now 
amounts to about 1.2 million tons. The production of secondary copper takes 
place almost entirely in the industrialized countries of the world, principally 
in the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, the United Kingdom and the United States. 

17. During these ten years the output of refined copper in Japan roso to 
o30,000 tons. Most of this copper is produced from imported raw materials. 
Other countries where there has been an important increase in refined copper 
production are Chile, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United States 
and Zambia. 

18. The grow th rate in the output for the principal producing areas is shown 
in table 7 (for mines) and table 8 (for refineries). Mine production did not 
increase in the developing countries as rapidly during this period. Large new 
projects are being developed in Chile, but they are not yet in full operation. 
Mine production in the countries with centrally planned economies almost 
doubled over this decade. 
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ECONOMIC   ASI'E« TS AMi MARKKTlMi l'( ISM HI [ fu i:s 

T.\HI,K 4. r Ki »li f < Tins   nK  >MI¿ [.TI;R.\, nv l'KV Kl.f'l'Kli   AN i>   I'KVKI.lll'ISli   i Ol   NTK1HS 
I960 - 1909 

1 Ttidusftr '/  toit.*) 

WurU 
Mal 

¡hveltipfil 
eounlriet 

lJ*ttlupinij 
eountries 

19«I> 4.542.9 2,H7'.».S 1.663.1 
1961 4.609.4 2.935.1 1,671.3 
1962 4.759.4 3,083.2 1.670.2 
1963 
1964 

4,844.6 
0,142.4 

3,159.4 
3.358.8 

1,685.2 
1,783.6 

190.-» 5,375.5 3.545.5 1.830.0 
1966 5.582.2 3,781.5 1,800,7 imi 5.238.7 3,365.4 1.873.3 
1968 5,880.7 3,949.9 1,930.8 
1969 6,2§2.0 4,262.9 2,019.1 
Asm At ÀVERAGS 

RATE or nmiWTH •t 3.7% -r4.4% + 8.2?;, 

10. Some developing countries -Peru, the Republic of Zaire and Zambia- 
have extensive development programmes. In addition, new mine production 
may be expected fairly noon in Botswana, Bougainville (Solomon Wands), 
Indonesia, Malaysia and Mauritania. Much of the output of these mines will 
go to Japan. 

CONSUMPTION 

20. Copper ia consumed in one form or another in all countries of the world. 
The greatest consumption, however, is in the industrialized countries. Tables ft 
and 10 give the world consumption of refined copper. This rose in the period 
1960-1960 by some 2.3 million tons. The main increases in consumption 
have been in Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, France Italv Janan 
the US and the USSR. *     * 

21. Over these ten years consumption grew at a rate of 4.4 per cent per 
annum compared with a rate of only 4.1 per »ont for production. The growth 
of consumption has therefore outstripped the available supplies, which have 
had to be replenished by releases from the US Government stockpile of 
798,000 tons. This rapid riae in consumption is explained by the growth of 
induatrial output, improved standards of living, and the growth of popu- 
lation. 

22. The developing countries consume only 3.5 per cent of the total con- 
wmption of copper in all forms. Thus, the consumption of copper varila 
enormously among the countries of the world. Table 11 indicates that the 
consumption per capita in certain developed countries ranged from 4 to 12 kg 
in 1968; in the same year, eonaumption in certain developing countries ranged 
from 0.1 to 0.6 kg (table 12). Although eonaumption in the developing areas 
is small, future prospects are extrr .nely favourable. 
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K< ONOMH    ASI'K« TS  AM»  MARKETING  POSSIBILITIES I / 

T\RLE fi.    I'liOMi TMIN OF RKFINKl» ( 'OPPER, BY DEVELOPEI    ASM» OEVKLOPI N(l ( orvi'RIKS, 

1960-1969 

(Thoumwl tons) 

Witrbl 
total 

960 4.993.« 
961 r», 127.2 
962 5,292.7 
963 5,381.0 
964 5,810.8 
965 6,166.1 
966 6,360.1 
967 K.994.4 
96» 6,650.7 
»6» 7,147.5 

\NM AL AVERAGE 

KATE or GROWTH       :  4.1 

rounJrifS 

4,135.7 
4,231.8 
4,351.9 
4,437.1 
4,779.7 
5,075.0 
5,226.9 
4,786.1 
5,397.4 
5,754.3 

-; 3.7" 

¡ierelnpino 
cimntrifn 

85S. 1 

895.4 
940.8 
943.9 

1,031.1 
1,091.1 
1,133.2 
1,208.3 
1,253.3 
1,393.2 

1-5.5% 

TABLE 7.   GROWTH RATE IN MIKE PRODUCTION, BV MAIN PRODUCING» AREAS, 1060—1969 

(Thousand tons) 

DEVELOPED AREA» 

1M9 Average annual 
rale of growth 

US 979.9 1,413.4 •1-4.8% 
Cunada 398.5 600.2 + 4.7% 
Ontrally planned economi«* 625.2 1,083.0 + 6.3% 
Wärtern Europe 127.4 202.5 -1-8.3% 
Month and Sooth Went Africa 69.7 152.6 + 9.1% 
Atwtralirt 111.2 128.1 + 1.6% 
Japan 89.2 120.3 + 3.4% 

Total 2,401.1 3,600.1 + 4.6% 

DEVELOPING AREA» 

Aftim 
2aii«, Rep. of 070.4 719.5 + 2.5% 
Zambia 302.3 364.8 + 2.1% 
Bwrt 33.0 39.3 + 2.0% 

Latin Amtritm 
Cnfm 532.1 «88.8 + 2.9% 

'                          Vera 181.7 199.0 + 1.0% 
Rwrt »S.0 94.3 + 1.«% 

Aiia 126.0 204.9 + 5.8% 

Total 1,833.5 2,308.8 + 2.6% 

WOBLD TOI AI. 4,234,6 5,908.9 + 3.8% 



COPPKR  PRO|i< ( TION  JN   OEVKI.OPINO COT'NTRIES 

TARLE   S.       (ÍKOWTII   HATH   IN   rKomCTION   OF   REFINED   COPPER.   BY    MAIN    PRODI'CINO 

ARRAS,   1900      1909 

( Tlionsarul ton*) 

riño l ¡Hi'J Abtrage annua! 

-, rale o/ grmiih 

DEVELOPED ARK AS 

US 1,642.6 2,020.5 •  2.4°;, 
( 'an ad a 378.2 408.8 ;     2.9" 
Contrally planned economies 799.9 1,262.0 'i-  r»-2% 
Western Kurope 970.9 1.229.3 f  2.7% 
•Tapan 248.1 629.2 f 10.9% 
AuHtralia 84.2 137.3 -t-  5.5% 
South Africa 11.8 61.2 ! 20.1% 

Total 4,135.7 5,754.3 1   3-7% 

DEVELOPING AREAS 

Africa 
Zambia 
Zairo, Rep. of 
Rest 

402.6 
144.7 

1.2 

598.1 
183.3 
20.7 

+ 4.5% 
+ 2-7% 
+ S7.2% 

Latin America 
Chile 
Rest 

225.6 
60.6 

453.0 
108.4 

+ i.0% 
+ «-7% 

Asia 23.4 29.7 + 2.7% 
Total 858.1 1,393.2 -r 5.5% 
WORLD TOTAL 4,993.8 7,147.5 + 4.1% 

SEMIMANUFACTURES AND CASTINGS 

23. Copper is used for the production of a variety of semi manufacture«. 
These include sheet, strip and plate, wire, rods, bara and sections and tube«. 
About 10 per cent of the copper is used for castings, and a small amount is 
used for chemical compounds-mainly copper sulphate. World production 
of semimanufactures is given in table 13. 

24. Many developing countries start by mining copper and then erect 
smelters for the production of blister copper. They later build refineries for 
the production of fire-refined and electrolytic copper. 

25. The problems of smelting and refining partly involve technical know-how 
and partly the availability of sufficient investment funds for building the 
plants. The minimum economic scale for a refinery is now about 100,000 tons 
per annum, if profit loss criteria are taken into consideration. Other con- 
siderations reflecting local conditions, however, may make feasible copptr 
refineries of less capacity. 
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roiM'ioit I'HoiU'i TioN IN ni;\ i;i.oi'i M; IIH NIHIKS 

UILK    10.      ('ONSl'MPTinX   Ol'   KKI'INKt)   COITKK,   11V    1 > i: V IM.OI'Kli    AM»   m:\ -Ki.oi'i M; 

( (IINTIUKS,   19t50      1 «Mill 

(Thonaanti ltiii.il 

IIV/V Ih'ivhfh'il. l)--ivlii;iill'l 
tnhtl ci.H.'i/n'i's nntnififsi 

li»«0 4,723.5 4,551.4 172.1 
19« 1 5,027.0 4,84«. 1 181.8 
190.2 .".,127.H 4,921.8 2'Mi.o 
M)«3 .-»,397.7 5,18«. S 210.!) 
I9«4 ."»,»11.3 f>,«39.« 271.7 
iy«;> «,112.« r.,844.0 2«8.(> 
1!»«*'» «,405.2 f.,190.4 205.8 
1 ¡Mi" 0,1 IS.« .r),!)2«.8 M)!.H 
19«S «.433.4 6,204.2 22!). 2 
MX»!) «,99,1.3 0,742.2 253.1 

ANNUAL AVKRAGK 

RATE OF OiäuWTI : 4.4';;, 4-4.5",', -i-4.4'"',', 

TADI.K  11.    PER CAIMTA CONSUMPTION OF COFFER JN 

AU FORMS   N' CERTA!V I>EVELORELJ COUNTRIES, M)«8 

(hi 
¡MS 

Austria 4.5 
Belgium 0,8 
Franco 7.5 
Germany, Fed. Rop. of 11.7 
(Iront Britain 11.2 
Italy ft. 5 
Japan 0.0 
Netherlands 7.!) 
Scandinavia 9.0 
Switzerland 10.7 
rs 12.2 

20. Although about 40 per cent of the world's copper is produced by the 
developing countries, their production of copper semimanufactures is small. 
Out of .» total production of 9.6 million tons, only about 3.5 per cent is 
accounted for by the developing countries. The reasons are partly economic 
and partly historical. Fabricating must be done on a large scale; hence, 
these products are difficult to produce economically in some developing areas 
with smrll local markets, unless regional co-operation is established. 

27. Tho scale of operation for the production of semimanufactures is rising 
rapidly and much larger units aro now boing formed in all industrialized 
countries. To establish these units in the developing areas, it would be neces- 
sary to extend the markets. Many semimanufactures are sophisticated products 
which must have a high quality and be made in a large range of sizes, shapes 
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TAHLK  12.    PEU CAI-ITA CON-SUMPTION OF COPVKU IN 

ALL  FOIt.MS  IX  CERTAIN   DEVELOPING  COINTHIES, 1UÜ8 

1968 

Latin America 

Colombia y j 
Venezuela n Q 

Africa 

Algorín o j 
Ghana 0.1 
Libya 05 

Morooco 0,2 
Tunisia Q | 
Zambia Q J 

Aula 

Iran 
Iara 1 

0.2 
2.9 

Philippines Q J 

Thailand QJ 

•nd *ltoy§. They are therefore most easily produced near the market. The 
dwebpment of semimanufactures, however, creates additional employment 
in the countries concerned, ami this phenomenon has obvious benefits. On 
the whole, though, copper-fabricating is not a labour-intensive industry. 

28. Thus, the main problems involved in establishing a copper-fabrieating 
industry are: 

(a) The size of the home market; 
(b) The necessity of using scrap and residues; 

(c) The necessity of importing the alloying elements (sine, nickel etc.); 
(d) The acquisition of technical know-how; 
(e) The distance from export markets; 
(f) The large amount of investment funds required; 
(g) The cost of transport: since shipping rates are fixed in relation to 

both the value and the volume of the cargo, semimanufactures cost 
more to transport; 

(k)   The fact that many countries have erected tariif barriers against 
the import of semimanufactures; 

(i)   The multiplicity of products and sizes required. 
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l'KODUtTION   *'< )li IX'ASTS 

29. It is possible to forecast production of newly mined copper with a fail- 
degree of accuracy, since it takes about five years to develop a new mine. 
Even projected extensions of existing mines are usually known well in advance, 
because they require not only time to carry out the physical work but also 
time to raise the large sums needed for invest meni. 

30. It is considered likely that the mine production of copper will increase 
to 9.5 million tons by 1980. Smelter production is forecast to riso lo 
10.1 million tons by this date. Of the mine output, it, is estimated that the 
developing countries will provide 3.5 million tons. Tho output of refined 
copper is forecast to rise to about 11.3 million tons by 1980. 

CONSUMPTION Jt'OKECASTs 

31. Since 96 per cent of the world's copper is now used in the industrialized 
countries, forecasts about consumption over the next decado must inevitably 
be based on conditions in these countries. Even a spectacular growth hi 
copper consumption in the developing countries would not make a substantial 
difference in the world's use of copper. In the long run, however, tho future 
of copper consumption will depend largely on the use made of it by the very 
large—and rising—population of the developing countries. 

32. The forecasts for consumption are based on the usago of copper, i.e. 
primary refined copper, secondary refined copper and scrap used directly, 
encompassing the total market for copper. Consumers do not uso primary 
copper as such; they use copper in its most economic and convenient form. 
For some uses they require newly mined copper; for others they almost 
invariably employ scrap. A range of intermediary uses require either ono 
or both. 

33. It is clear that tho growth in consumption will continue, although the 
rise is likely to be somewhat slower in the second half of the decade. Total 
consumption is estimated to grow to about 14.5 million tons by 1980. Tho 
world will thus need 3.7 million tons more copper by the end of tho decade; 
however, the industry should be capable of producing more by this date. 

34. These figures may seem to indicate that a surplus of copper is likely 
to arise in the future, and that this will result in a deprossod market. Such 
a conclusion would be quite incorrect. In the past the mines have been able 
to operate on the average at about 93 per cent of their normal rated capacity. 
For practical purposes, this is the maximum rate of operation that they are 
likely to achieve over the years, although in a particular year the operating 
rato may be higher or lower. The production figures really represent the 
maximum obtainable tonnage in the long run. Thus, these forecasts indicate 
that the mines may in the future operate at about 85 per cent rather than 
over 90 per cent of capacity. 
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SCRAP 

35. A meeting oil the I't ¡li/at ion of Non-Ferrous Soap ill Developed 
Countries was held in ViVium in November 1 !MM». under the auspices of 
UNHK). The nuMMiny: dealt mainly wit h tin» technical and economic problems 
that arise in the utilization of scrap. 

3<>. Scrap is a very important raw material for the copper industry The 
movement of scrap and its availability has u major influence on the market 
and the priée of primary eopper. Many copper products can be mude either 
from wrap, from secondary refined copper or from primary copper. The 
fabricators are therefore alile to choose which thev « ish to use. 

37. The total scrap now used amounts to about :{.(! million tons. This 
represent« nearly 40 per cent of the world copper consumption. Sera]» is used 
mainly in the highly industrialized conni ties. 

38. Reraj» «» produced in the developed countries, frequently close to a metal 
consumer. ït therefore invariably find« a market and indeed" may on occasion 
replace primary copper. The supply line for primary eopper between devel- 
oping and developed count rien is usually very long, while the supply line 
for scrap is very short. Moreover, scrap is created an a by-product and it« 
cost of production is nil. The price therefore depend« entirely on supply 
and demand. 

PRICK 

39. The key to the growth in the revenues of developing count rien is the 
future demand for and price of eopper. The estimates of'domami indicate 
that there will be a ready market for additional .supplies of copper over the 
years. The future price level is much more difficult to assess. 

40. The basic function of a pricing system is to equate supply and demand. 
The price level should be high enough to encourage new investment in mining 
and yet not HO high as to price the metal out of the market. The copper industry 
has always been subject to great fluctuations in the price. There are a number 
of different prices in use in various parts of the world, but the most impor- 
tant are: 

(a) The US producer price; 

(b) The daily London Metal Exchange (LME) quotation; 
(c) The price levels determined in the countries with centrally planned 

economies. 

41. The average, high and low prices for the UK and the US for the years 
193(5-1970 are given in tables 14 and 15. The US producer price applies to 
the sale of primary copper by the large US copper companies. There are 
however, other price ievels in the US for scrap and custom-smelter copper' 
and fabricators must use a blended price based on their average buying 
price for materials 
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I »36     1970 

(i  f>rr Ion) 

A rtTtlQi' IHtih 

193« 
1937 
1938 
1030 
I »40 

12 
r.si 
4.T 
4H 
50« 
di'» 

54 
HO 
34 
54 

«lft 

37 
41 
30 

50« 
fil& 

1041 
um 
1043 
1944 
1045 

«1 
«l 
61 
61 
«1 

81 
01 
«1 
61 
6t 

61 
61 
61 
ei 
et 

104 H 
194? 

1949 
1950 

76 
129 
132 
131 
»te 

»6 
IM 
138 
151 
100 

01 
IIS 
130 
IOS 
15t 

1951 
IMS 
1953 

1954 
1955 

1956 
1957 
1958 
IOS» 
leen 

217 
258 
M5* 
3Î9* 
245 
345 

324 
lit 
I fil 
234 
242 

230 

§44«* 
sos 
SM 

430 
209 
257 
2ft4 
276 

199 

248" 
211* 
212 
284 

258 
173 
157 
200 
lift 

1961 
19« 2 
Itf63 
1904 
1965 

226 

%m 
230 
S45 
4«! 

245 
233 
232 
523 
591 

213 
224 
227 
231 
323 

1966 
1967 
1968 
1909 
1970 (January Muy) 

54« 
411 
51? 
611 

776 
598 
810 
784 
749 

349 
340 
425 
502 
566 

• January-Augmt 
6 Meptemtier - December 
e January-July 
i Augtut - December 
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TABLE  15.    PKICE OF ELECTROLYTIC rorpER PRODV KH IN THE  UNITED STATES, 

1936-1970 

(Cent« per ih) 

A veragr High Isnn 

1930 9.5 
1937 13.2 
1938 10.0 
1939 11.0 
1940 11.3 

1941 11.8 
1942 11.8 
1943 11.8 
1944 11.8 
1915 11.8 

194Ö 13.8 
1947 21.0 
1948 22,0 
1949* 19.2 
1950 21.3 

19S1 24.2 
1952 24.2 
1953 28.8 
1954 29.7 
1955 87.5 

1958 41,8 
1957 29.6 
1958 25.8 
1959 31.2 
I960 32.1 

1961 29.9 
1962 30.6 
1963 30.6 
1964 32,0 
1965 35.0 

1966 36.2 
1967 38.2 
1968 48.8 
1969 47.5 
1970 (January- May) 57.4 

11.8 
Irt.H 
11.0 
12.3 
12.3 

12.0 
11.8 
11.8 
11.8 
11.8 

19.3 
23.3 
23.2 
23.2 
24.2 

24.2 
24,2 
30.8 
29.7 
45.3 

47.8 
35.6 
28.8 
35.2 
84.2 

30.7 
30.6 
30.6 
33.8 
37.0 

47.2 
39.6 
42.3 
62.8 
69.7 

9.0 
9.9 
8.8 
9.8 

10.3 

11.8 
11.8 
11.8 
11.8 
11.8 

11,8 
19.2 
21.2 
15.7 
18.2 

24 
24 
24 
29 
29 

35.4 
25,4 
23.5 
28.6 
29.« 

28. 
30, 
30, 
SO. 
3». 

35.6 
36.2 
41.7 
41.7 
52.1 
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42. The LME is a commodity market that determines the price basis for 
virtually all transactions other than those ¡n North America and in the 
countries with centrally planned economies. It is a fn-e market used by almost 
every country in the world. It therefore reflects the conditions of world 
supply and demand. 

4.'5. The turnover of the LME is over 2.3 million tons per annum, but much 
of this is in the form of pajM'r transactions, such as hedging and other oper- 
ation« among dealers. The actual physical metal handled by the market is 
about 230.000 tons per annum. The price quotations are used as a basis for 
the long-term contracts of the producers and for buying and selling scrnp. 
They influence the pricing of about 6.5 million tons of copper per year. 

44. Producers have held in the past that this was an unsatisfactory method 
of pricing metal. Indeed, the aluminium and nickel producers have established 
their own prices and they have now been followed by zinc producers. There 
is now a dual price, system for all these metals-one fixed by the producers 
and one determined in the market. The copper producers have sometimes 
established their own producer price; for example, when the LME was in- 
operative during World War IÏ and, more recently, when attempts were 
made to get away from LME pricing and the daily price fluctuations. These 
attempts had to be abandoned because of the problems created by dual 
pricing. In practice it proved to be impossible for two widely different prices 
for copper to exist for any length of time. This is partly owing to the large 
supplies of secondary metal and scrap and partly to the desire of some pro- 
ducers to obtain the best possible price. 

45. The pricing of commodities by a commodity exchange inevitably leads 
to an unstable price because there is a daily fixing. The short-term factors 
prevalent on a particular day influence establishing the price. In addition, 
the long-term factors of supply and demand operate in the market, but 
these only affect the long-term movements in price. The wide dispersion of 
production costs in the industry also contributes to the instability of the 
price. 

46. Fundamentally, however, the price of copper must depend on the 
long-term supply and demand relationship. If supply grows more rapidly 
than demand, the price weakens. In recent years there has been a continuing 
strong market for copper-indeed, demand has risen steadily and more 
rapidly than production. As a result price« have risen sharply. 





•I.   THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES 

THE STATI S OF CnpPKK MINING IN TIIK DEVKLOPINfi COUNTRIES 

47. The developing countries can be divided into three separate groups 
Countries m the first group  have  large ropper deposits,  extensive  mines 
and use sophisticated technology. These countries are Chile, Peru   the Re 
public of Zaire and Zambia. 

48. Second. Home count ries and territories have recent ly started to mine their 
ropper deports, or are preparing to do so in the near future. These are Bot*, 
wan*, Bougainville (Solomon Islands), Indonesia, Iran and Mauritania. 

4Í). Finally, a numt>er of countries have discovered copper deposits but 
have no immediate plans for mining the ores. The exploitation of those 
resources by these countries presents a wid* range of problems involving 
very different needs. 

50. Malaysia is now beginning to develop its copper prospects. A deposit 
containing about 70 million tons of 0.(5 per cent copper was discovered recently 
and exploration licences were granted to a consortium. The development of 
the deposit is progressing satisfactorily, and production from the open-pit 
mine » expected in two to three years' time. Malaysia has vet to decide 
whether to build a smelter in order to mine copper ore or to export con- 
centrâtes. 

51 Production of copper in Indonesia has not yet begun on a substantial 
scale, but large deposits have been discovered near Ertsberg. 

52. Copper production in Burma is at the moment limited to the output 
of some copper matte from lead smelting. However, large o-e deposits have 
been discovered there, and Burma has plans for mining these properties and 
tor erecting smelters and refineries. 

53. Iran also has large copper deposits which will be developed in the near 
iuture. The country faces three principal problems. The first is how and 
where to obtain the necessary capital. The second is what type of copper 
should be produced that would yield the most benefits for the country 
that m, whether it should be in the form of concentrates, blister, refined 
copper or fabricated products. The third is what the effect would be on the 
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world market of a sizable export of copper from Tran. Tran has asked for 
the assistance of the I'nited Nations in working ont the juiswers to some 
of these problems. 

54. Argentina has also discovered copper deposits, but Ihe country has not 
yet   been able  to develop them. 

lÌKgl'IKKMKNTS  Vn\\  INVP.KTMKNT Il'NDS 

55. Apart from countries with well established copper industries, the require- 
ments of the developing countries for investment funds are very large and 
the capital available from the developed areas of the world is insufficient to 
meet this demand. 

50. The capital required for developing new mines and for the erection of 
smelters and refineries is also increasing, owing both to technological develop- 
ments requiring larger-scale metallurgical units and to the fact that many- 
new mines are basini on relatively low-grade ores. Few new high-grade ere« 
or deposits have been discovered in recent years, and it is unlikely that they 
will be located in the immediate future. The production of copper from a 
low-grade ore does not necessarily entail higher costs than those for operating 
existing mines. Indeed, some of the new mines that have come into production 
in recent years have quite low costs per ton of output despite the fact that 
the ore is low grade. The increase in the production of copper from opencast 
pits and the development of methods of large-scale earth moving and ex- 
traction have made this possible. But these methods require a very large 
capital investment in the initial stages. 

57. The costs of producing copper have risen sharply in most area» of the 
world. A few years ago the estimated cost of developing a new mine was 
about £500 to €000 per ton of annual capacity. Extensions to existing mine» 
were something like a third less. Now a figure as high as £1,200 for dovei- 
oping a new mine is being quoted. 

58. The major part of the world copper-mine output is now refined where 
it is mined. The smelters and refineries in the copper-consuming countries 
have been using less primary material and have turned more to using »crap. 
This trend has been evident in Western Europe over the past ten yeari, but 
it may well change in the next decade. 

59. A number of new mining developments have been financed in part by 
smelters in developed countries and territories. These include those in Bou- 
gainville (Solomon Islands), Indonesia and Mauritania. Much of Ibis financing 
has been provided by Japan. The smelters and refineries in Japan rely in the 
main on primary material. The supply of scrap, even including large imports, 
is insufficient to provide tho smelters with raw materials. The Japanese 
companies have therefore financed many mines throughout the w id and 
have then placed contracts with the companies operating these mines for the 
supply of concentrates and blister copper. 
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60. Each developing country must decide on the merits of the ease whether 
it, will gain more from the investment of a given sum in mining nr in fah- 
rieating. Indeed, it may well he that capita! investment, in field* outside the 
copper industry altogether will result in greater employment and greater 
productivity. It would therefore 1M- misleading to maintain that it will alwavs 
Iwnefit the developing countries to fabricate their copper. 

61. Apart from financial needs, the developing '•ountries also require tech- 
nical assistance and advice on the economies of the copper" industry. The 
general level of technology in these eountrics must In« raised. Thev also 
require specific technical assistance to evaluate their copper deposita and to 
determine the most economic methods of processing the ores. 

62. The developing countries also need more information about the marketing 
of eopper and they should study future economic prospects of the eopjiet 
industry. To achieve this goal, UNIDO should try to arrange (when requested) 
technical/economic missions or individual expert» to advine developing 
countries on questions related to the development of their copper industrv. 

63. Since the market for copper ami its price are affected by the exports 
of the industrialized countries, particularly of Canada, the countries with 
centrally planned economies and the US, these countries should indicate 
their future intentions with respect to the export of copper, together with 
forecasts of the tonnage involved. 

64. Finally, the developing countries face a wide range of financial, economic 
and marketing problems. UNIDO should organile further meetings of experts 
t© ghre these countries the advice and guidance that they need. 





5.   BASIC TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
COPPER INDUSTRY 

65. The expansion of copper production in the developing countries has 
three mam features: it is based on relatively rich raw materials; it is oriented 
towards the establishment of new plants, incorporating the most modern 
technological developments; and it in geared largely to exports. 

m. The basic changes related to the raw materials for copper production 
involve: r 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

67 

The decrease in the average copper content in the ores; 
The use of low-grade and refractory copper ore»; 
The development of new sources of copper; 
The increase in the utilization of secondary copper. 

The successful development of and increased effectiveness in the pro- 
duction of copper are dependent on trends in world production. For the 
developing countries, the most important considerations are changes in the 
copper content of raw materials, the development of new technological 
processes, changes in the geographical distribution of plants, and the economics 
of production and selling. 

«8. The average copper content of the copper ores that are now being 
mined is declining. On the whole, the new copper deposits contain a low 
copper content, less than 1 per cent, although there are a small number of 
rich new deposits. The decrease in the average copper content in the exploited 
copper deposits has been compensated for, however, by improvements in 
copper mining, beneficiation and extraction. There have also been important 
innovations in treating low-grade and refractory ores. The utilization of 
secondary copper is also becoming increasingly important. In the developed 
countries, up to 40 per cent of the copper output is from secondary copper. 

69.   The main technological changes, which partly reflect changes in the 
materials, are: 

(a) The application of continuous and integrated processes in place of 
the conventional batch methods; 

(b) The complex utilisation of raw materials; 
fc)   The greater recovery of by-products from the ores; 
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(d) The development   of hvdrometallurgical processes; 
(e) The intensification   of lite   production processes  (e.g.   the  use  of 

oxygen) ; 
(f) The use of new   pou er and fuel sources; 
(<j)    The purification of  waste eases and  water. 

70. New economic developments parallel these technological changes. New 
plants are frequently ere« ted in areas close to the market, since concentrates 
are more easily transportable than are some of the products of smelters and 
refineries. 

71. The application of continuous and integrated processes should lead to 
an improvement in the consumption of power and fuel, a decrease of metal 
losses, and a reduction of the labour force. Examples of these new integrated 
processes of roasting and smelting are : 

(a) Flash smelting as developed in Canada, Finland and the USSR- 
(b) The KIVCET process; 
(e)    The WORCRA process; 
(d)    The continuous process developed by the Noranda Company. 

72. The effectiveness of such integrated processes can be illustrated by the 
flash-smelting process (as compared with the classical technology), which 
allows a decrease of production costs up to 10-15 per cent/ton for blister 
copper, of labour by 20-30 per cent, of capital funds needed by 10-15 per 
cent; and permits an increased extraction of sulphur. Some of these inte- 
grated processes aro operational, whereas others are still at the develop- 
mental stage. 

73. At present tho use of complex materials include the following processes: 

(a) Recovery of zinc and pyrite in selective concentrates; 
(b) Recovery of molybdenum concentrates from copper-molybdenum 

ores; 

Use of sulphur content in gases for the production of sulphurio 
acid, liquid sulphur dioxide and elemental sulphur; 
Recovery of copper, zinc and other metals from slag; 
Use of slag for building material; 
Recovery of precious metals, selenium and tellurium from the 
sludge formed during electrolysis; 
Recovery of rare metals from the dust following metallurgical 
processes. 

74.    The extraction of sulphur and the treatment and use of slag are very 
important. They could yield up to 10-20 per cent of additional products, 
which may be effectively utilized in a developing economy. These may be 
sulphuric acid, micro-fertilizers, building materials, and, in some instances 
pig iron. 

(c) 

(d) 
(O 
(t) 

(9) 
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éo.    Ihc need for usiner refractory ores and the tendency towards the uti- 
lization of all con.poiu.nls of complex ores have determined tin« latest develo,» 
mente in the extraction of collective raw materials: copper pvritcs   copper- 
zinc ore«, copper-zinc-lead ores etc. ' 

W.    Various methods have been developed for treating complex raw materials 
Hydrometallurgical  (roasting,  leaching and extraction of copper and zinc 
by electrolysis) and pyrometallurgical (the KIVCET process etc). Theoreti- 
cally, both processes are economic. 

77 About 10 per cent of the world copper output is now produced by 
hydrometallurgical methods of treating refractory ores. The perspectives for 
such methods are favourable in view of the development of ion-rxchamrm,, 
materials with high selectivity. Economic and technological changes i/lhe 
hydrometallurgy of copper may lead to the industrial application of ion- 
exchange processes, whose use can be highly effect ivo for the extraction of 
copper from diluted solutions. 

78. The technology for the treatment of mixed sulphide-oxide ores ha* 
been developed in the USSR (Mostovitch method); in the US it is known 
as the LPF (leauhing—precipitation-flotation) process. 

79. The following technological processes have been developed recently ot- 
are being developed and have good perspectives for the future: wasting of 
concentrates in fluidized bed; flash smelting; oxygen, or heated-air-blowing 
smelting; smelting of concentrates in converters using oxygen; increase in 
the current density in electrolysis; and the use of bacteria in heap-leaehing. 

8a The output of furnaces roasting concentrates in suspension is 1 5 to 
2.0 times higher than that obtained from multi-bottom furnaces, and the 
production costs are 15—25 per cent less. 

81. The use of oxygen during sintering of copper concentrates and in 
reverberatory smelting of raw concentrates also gives positive results in 
respect of the intensification of the process. 

82. During recent years in the enterprises of the USSR current densities 
have been substantially increased. This has led to an increase of output 
Good economic results aro being obtained using current reverse. 

83. The general deficit and price increases of fuel have led to the increasing 

!T T°raSttUral ga8' At Pre80nt natural gas is U8ed m welters in the US and 
the USSR. It has been proved that liquid oil can be economically and feasibly 
substituted for natural gas. 

84. During recent years secondary sources of power have been increasingly 
utilized. Use of these sources could lead to a decrease in fuel consumption 
up to 70-80 per cent. 
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Ho. In recent years the world has become increasingly conscious of the 
dangers of pollution of the atmosphere and water. This is particularly so in 
the more densely urbanized areas. All metallurgical works are. therefore. 
now erecting extensive plants to reduce these emissions and to recover the 
metallic and sidphur content. It should be noted that the cost of air- and 
water-cleaning systems could reach as lii^h a> 10 :20 per cent of the cost 
of a given enterprise. 

80. The choice of a site for the erection of a copper plant is extremely im- 
portant, since errors made cannot be corrected during the life of the plant. 

H7. Some cop]KM* smelter« and refineries are built close to the source of the 
raw material, but for other« it is more economical to build close to the market. 
This is particularly so in the ease of huge chemical/metallurgical complexes, 
operating not only close to the market for copper but also close to the markets 
for other metals and by-products. 

88. The breakdown of production costs of copper mining and benefieiation 
and extraction is roughly as follows: 

(a) Mining operations, 41 per cent; 
(b) Benefieiation, 33 per cent: 
(c) Smelting and refining, 20 per cent. 

89. The main weight of production costs is during mining operations. These 
eosta may be expected to he reduced as a result of technological develop- 
ments. However in view of the decreased copper content in the ores used, 
the costs may remain unchanged or may even be slightly increased. 

90. The price of copper in the market economies of the world rose rapidly 
in the last few years, but it fell sharply during 1970. Costs have also been 
rising, although much less rapidly. 

91. The decrease in the metal content of the ores, the depletion of mine 
resources, the increase of labour costs, the cost of land and water, the in- 
creased capital investment in construction and equipment —all tend to raise 
the cost» of production. On the other hand, costs have been reduced by 
technological progress, the improvement of industrial engineering and tech- 
nical processes, the reduction of the labour force, the better use of complex 
raw materials, and the improved treatment of waste products. The total 
effect of these factors is difficult to predict. It may be expected, however, 
that serious changes in cupper prices in the future may not occur. 

92. The rise in prices in the market economies has been due largely to 
market factors and production problems. Prices in the USSR have also risen 
but not to the same extent. 

93. During recent years the establishment and the reconstruction of the 
copper industry have been carried out on exceptionally large scales. In the 
period I9t>0--1968, 20-30 per cent more funds were invested per ton of 
copper produced as compared with the period 1950—1960. 
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04. Technical developments in copper mining should stabilize hoi h i|)f. 
level of capital investment and the level of production costs. With respect 
to the extraction of copper, capital investment should decrease in view of 
the intensification of metallurgical processes and the constant introduction 
of continuous and combined extraction processes. In spite of the influence 
of some factors that tend to increase costs, capital investment costs generally 
should either be stabilized or tend to decrease. 

!»5. The main results of the latest advances in the copper industry have 
been increased output and a decrease in tho number of labour employed. 
A tendency may be observed towards stabilization or even a decrease in the 
labour employed in the entire copper industry, despite the commissioning 
of now enterprise«. 





6.   DEVELOPMENT OF HYDROMETALLURGICAL 
PROCESSES 

96. Combined dressing-hydrometallurgieal processe« aro used for oxidized 
or mixed (sulphide-oxidized) copper ores. These processes involve converting 
oxidized copper compounds into a solution by leaching, the extraction of 
copper from the solution, and the flotation of copper compounds that nrc 
insoluble in acid (such as sulphides). 

97. The details of the processes depend on the mineral composition of the 
ore and also its physical characteristics. 

98. The leaching of oxidized ore is usually carried out with sulphuric acid 
as this is the cheapest solvent. The cost depends on the method of production 
and varies from $10 to $20/ton. Part of the acid (less than 30 per cent) is 
used for copper solution and the rest for the solution of the rock. 

99. Complex ores cannot be treated by leaching with sulphuric acid and 
thus are known as "refractory ores". For these it is necessary to uso more 
concentrated sulphuric-acid solutions and also to heat the mixture. This 
results in increased acid consumption for dissolving tho rock. Acid con- 
sumption for these non-carbonate ores is therefore about 4 to 5 kg for 1 kg 
of copper, and it can reach as high as 12 kg for 1 kg of copper for the ores 
with a very high content of carbonate. 

100. The rate of leaching depends on the size of particles and the leaching 
methods. Copper can be extracted from a sulphuric-acid solution by electro- 
lysis where the copper content is not lower than 20 g per litro. It is possible 
to obtain solutions suitable for leaching by means of counter-current perco- 
lation or decanting methods. 

101. Copper is extracted from lean solutions by cementation with iron 
scrap. Cement copper concentrate is produced with about 75 per cent copper 
content. Alternatively, copper may bo separated from a solution directly by 
electrolysis in place of cementation, melting and electrolysis. Diroct electro- 
lysis requires less capital and the maintenance costs are lower. This process 
cannot, however, be used in all cases at the moment, although a method 
for the extraction of copper concentrates from lean solutions, with the sep- 
aration of copper through electrolysis, is now being developed. 
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"'-      Al  I"r<,'nf   thl   l,;l^       ."»>;'<'I Hotation-hvdrometalluriri.al process of 
tm -  "x¡«l¡/-i   :m,ì   „ììN,,.   „rrs   ,s  the   LPF  preces,   which   consists   of 
l.'îwl.uur. precipita! i-m and flotation „f ,„,,,„. lulling in ravviva out at 
pH   I..', at  Hi,. 1'* firmiti- ami ¡,f   2'.\    •_>.;, ;lt the ori,! of the procos, 

"i:î     ( niH'11' <"I»I"''' i- pm.imr.l by using either irou in th«> form of scrap- 
"'"" u|; lr,m I«»«-«'''»--  f"»'i ('»¡sumption for cementation is alii.ut   I ..1 kg for 
I kir <>f copper. The lowest consumption of the decanter is obtained at pH .1 
The cost ol scrap-iron * ario considerably from country to country hut lien 
within the ranirc of S2<l to SUO per  ion. 

104. The L1>F process is most efieetivc in extracting oxidized copper from 
mixed ores. Th.- process is profitable if it can extract an additional 1 kg of 
copper per ton of ore. 

I0Ö.     The process can he made mor«- profitable by: 

(«)    A reduction in the cost of raw materials,  nnmelv acid and the 
precipitator; 

(h)   Improving equipment and particularly its residence to corrosion, 
e.g. by the use of new alloys or plasties; 

(r)    Reducing the reagent costs; 

(d)   Automation of control, 

(<•)   The replacement of iron, which k expensive, with cheaper material. 

SORPTION 

10«. Copper can be extracted from a pulp solution by an ion-exchanger. 
Unfortunately, this process has the disadvantage that a bigger apparatus 
is required at the leaching-Horption stage. The advantage is that it replaces 
pyrometallurg,cal processing by electrolysis, and this is a much cheaper 
process. * 

107 If hydrogen is available inexpensively, copper can be precipitated in 
the form of high quality powder in an autoclave. A flotation-sorption com- 
bmatioïi can increase the production of copper from oxidized ores by over 
¡> per cent compared with the LPF process. 

108. Solvents other than sulphuric acid have not yet been proved in practice 
Axpenmcnts are now being carried out for the extraction of copper from 
the sand of flotation tails by percolation, with subsequent copper precipitation 
m the form of cuprous sulphide and with cyanide regeneration. This procesa 
has not yet gone beyond the stage of experimental tests. It requires com- 
plicated apparatus and technology and increases the capital costs 
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109. Copper production in the l'S as in ti»«- rest of the world ¡s based ,„, 
the large-scale smelting - f .sulphide concentrates. 

HO.     |„.ss fo]»|H-r is produced by leaching, but thin process is now used at 
a number of places.  Development  work on hvdroinotallurgical methods for 
processing sulphide concentrates has also progressed rapidlv in recent  years 
owing   ,n   part   to  the  problems  of atmospheric  pollution   by  gases* from 
•smelters. 

HI. The method* used in the developed countnes for treat ino; concentrates 
could be applied in the developing countries, including the hydrometal- 
iurgical procedures used for oxide ores and mining waste. 

uL ?T °u thP tOÍal C°VP0r i)ro,,U(ti,m »» *'"' US of 1.5 million tons in 
1 .*>.>, 1.3 milJ.on tons were produced from sulphide ore* by flotation, smeltin- 
and refining. In addition, some 2,500 tons of sulphuric acid were produced 
••ach day, and half of this was used in leaching copper ores and mine-waste 
dumps. 

113. The need to reduce air pollution caused bv the emission of sulphur 
dioxide indicates that much more acid will be produced from smelter gases 
in the future. This will then be available for increased leaching of oxide ores 
ami waste. The acid production rate from the gas of copper smelters readied 
4,000 tons per day in 1970, and more than half was used in leaching oxide 
ore and sulphide mine-waste dumps. 

¡14. In 1969 the leaching of waste produced 120,000 tons of cement copper 
by precipitating the dissolved copper with iron. Most of this cement copper 
was further processed by the conventional smelters. 

115. Leaching of oxide copper followed by cementation and electrolysis 
or solvent extraction and electrolysis produced 100,000 tons of copper in 
this year. The solvent extraction and electrolysis process is a marked advance 
m technology for leach solutions and appears destined for early world-wide 
use. Leaching of oxide and mixed oxide-sulphide ores is used," followed by 
cementation with iron in order to recover the copper from the solution.   * 

11Ö. In some places long-term leaching of oxide and mixed sulphide-oxide 
copper minerals is practiced, including underground leaching of copper from 
caved mine workings. Ammonia leaching has not been used for some years 
but is now being investigated for copper-silicate ore containing a large amount 
of limestone. The ore is first roasted to convert the copper silicate to copper 
oxide and metallic copper. 

117. Processes have also been proposed for the hydrometallurgical treatment 
ot copper sulphides based on ammonia or acid-autoclave leaching. Ammonia 
pressure-leaching is successfully used in Canada but on nickel-sulphide rather 
than on copper-sulphide concentrates. 
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118. The possibility is being investigated of an integrated process for oxide 
and sulphide ores that are separately mined. The oxide fraction would be 
leached using aciil made in roasting the sulphide concentrates. Sponge iron 
would be used to precipitate the copper from the oxide-ore-leach solution 
However, considerable problems are foreseen, especially in controlling the 
roasting of the sulphide concentrate. 

lift. Proposed hydrometalluigical processes for cop^-sulphide concentrate 
have been investigated only on a laboratory scale. No such procedures have 
been demonstrated in commercial operation, which is an important fact to 
war in mind. 



7-   ?»nE•SnOF PYROMETALLURGICAL 
PROCESSES AND OF COPPER REFINING 

THE UTILIZATION OF OXYGEN 

if" Inn "T °f í^ ?VVer Smelter8 in th<" USSR- co^T «^centrâtes have 
lieen «melted ,„ shaft fumac es with the W of oxygen since I960. The economic 
effect ofthe proems w evidenced by a 33 per cent decrease in coke consumption 
and a «0 per cent increase in output. 

121. Enrichment of the blast with oxygen is also one of the most essential 
innovation, m reverberatory «melting. Such industrial.scale operations exist 
m two smelters: one in the US8R and the other in Copper Cliff, Canada. 

122. Over the period 1083-1065 oxygen was introduced in reverberatory 
ten«*, at the Copper Cuff smelter for smelting copper-nickel concentrates'. 
n»e oxygen content in the blast was calculated at 25 per cent; the use of 
oxygen faulted in a decrease of fuel consumption by about 13 per «art, and 
the output of the furnace increased by about 30 per cent. 

123. In one of the USSR smelters, blast enrichment with oxygen up to 
40 per cent has been tested. I »uring a long period of industrial testing, optimal 

T^n\l rCtíM haVe PrüVen tü te achieV8d with °W» «»wing at 6,000 m*/hour (27 per cent). at thijj rate of Qxygen enrichment the ^^ 

output WM.5.6 tons/m», and the copper content in the slag was about 0.5 per 
cent and the SO, in gases was about 4 per cent. 

124 Use of oxygen (as compared with normal bla.st) resulted in an increase 
m furnace output by 25 per cent and a decrease in fuel consumption by 

2.»W *£ rnt-J^r** °f b,Mt With °X^n above 3° P«r ~«t was 
found to be harmful to the refractories in the fir* aections of the furnace. 

125. During the last 20 years a completely new method of smelting finely 
ground and pulvemed material, has been developed (oxygen flash .rowing). 

126. The advantages of this process are: 

(a) Integration of the two processes-roasting and .melting-in one 
unit; ^ 

(b) Increase of the .melting rate (daily rate of -melting per square 
unit of hearth furnace); 

(c) Decrease of fuel consumption; 
(d) Higher grade of matte. 
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127.    The disadvantages art-: 

{<<}    The need l'or thorough di \'¡titr of the charge: 
(h)    The need to construct  the oxygen plant ; 
(<)    'l'!»'  t UM) ment  of slag for copper recovery. 

12S. The procès.- was developed by the Tiiternal ional Nickel Company in 
1 !».*»-* at the Copper Clitf smelter. Oxygen consumption is approximately 
140 m:l ]>er ton of charge. OIV-«rases contain up lo 75 per cent sulpl ur dioxide 
and are used for production of liquid sulphur dioxide and sulphuric acid. The 
process is economically feasible, because imported coal has been replaced by 
local sources and liquid sulphur dioxide has been obtained as a by-product. 

12!». A similar smelter was set up in the USSR in 1«M»S and this included 
an oxygen plant, furnace and sulphuric-acid plant. 

130. According to known published sources, at least seven smelters process 
copper concentrates in converters using a blend enriched with oxygen. The 
oxygen content in the blast is 25-35 per cent. Converters can be used for 
smelting pellet ized and dried concentrates as well as wet concentrates. 

131. In the majority of eases converter smelting is used for processing very 
spécifie concentrates (produced by llotation with 73 per cent of copper, rich 
sulphide silica and rich sulphide concentrates with a copper content higher 
than 30 per cent). Converter smelting with oxygen can be applied not only 
to concentrates, hut also to blister and other materials. Oxygen consumption 
is approximately 00 m3 per ton of charged concentrate. In the USSR in 19««, 
semi-industrial tests for roasting copper-zinc sulphides were conducted using 
oxygen up to 1Í0.8 per cent, The feasibility of this process has been proved. 
It is envisaged that the process will soon be implemented on an industrial 
scale. 

SAIELTINO PROCESS DEVELOPED IN FINLAND 

132. Flash smelting has been developed by the Outokumpu Company, and 
besides its use by the company's own plants at Harjavalta and Kokkola, 
Finland, it is now used also in Japan and Romania. In addition, smelters 
applying this process are under construct ¡cm or being designed for use in 
Australia, Botswana, The Federal Republic of Germany, India and Turkey. 

133. Flash smelting is a continuous process combining the three stages of 
conventional copper smelting, namely, roasting, smelting and partly con- 
verting, all of which can be carried out in tho same furnace. 

134. The flash-smelting furnace uses mainly heat produced during the 
oxidation of tho concentrate for smelting, and the consumption of additional 
fuel is only a part of that required in the conventional smelting methods. 
Flash smelting offers good possibilities for the recovery of the heat generated 
in the process, and if the converter is equipped with waste-heat boilers, the 
plant is more than self-supporting in terms of power. 
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135.    The traili- of mat If produced in Ihr furnace varies form 4.1 to i\~> p«T 

«•••ut of coppe,. The matte is then treated further in conventional converters 
The slag romains O.S     1 .", per (,>nt of copper and therefore has to he «roces- 
<d further. 

IM. Flash smelting is flexihle with regard to capacity as well as composition 
of the feed, it is essential for the process that the furnace feed is sufficiently 
fine and moderately homogenous. 

137. Flash smelling also oilers «rood possibilities for the recovery of sulphur. 
Cases from the flash-smelting furnace with a high sulphur diox¡de content, 
mixed with th.- converter gases of a lower sulphur dióxido content, are an 
ideal feed for the sulphuric-acid plant. Neatly all the sulphur can be recovered. 
The method developed for reducing sulphur dioxide into elemental sulphur 
offers possibilities for sulphur recovery in areas where sulphuric acid has no 
demand. 

13K. The research and development work on the flash-smelting process has 
recently been devoted to producing a higher grado of matte and producing 
elemental sulphur from the sulphur-dioxide gases generated in the process. 

THK KIVCET METHOD 

130. The conventional methods of obtaining copper involve, in the main, 
matte smelting of sulphide ores and subsequent conversion to blister copper 
These methods have the following weaknesses: 

(a) Low efficiency in the utilization of other elements owing to the 
loss of zinc, lead, cadmium and other metals contained in the 
concentrates; 

(h) Low efficiency in utilizing sulphide-concent rate heat-producing 
properties, which means that the smelting processes require ad- 
ditional fuel; 

(c) Complicated multi-stage technological pattern; 
(d) Difficulties in purifying large quantities of gas and in utilizing the 

sulphur ; 

(e) IJOW and uncontrollable dosulphurization, which makes it difficult 
to regulato the composition of matte. 

140. In the USSR semi-industrial tests have been carried out since 1903 
with a view to creating a combined metallurgical unit as well as a new method 
of processing the most complex ores and concentrates based on the use of 
oxygen and electric energy. This combined unit and method has been devel- 
oped and has been named the KIVCET process or KIVCET unit. 

141. The KIVCET process combines autogenous roasting and smelting of 
a charge that is dispersed and suspended in a cyclone chamber. The chamber 
is fed with oxygen and zinc is volatilized in the olectrothermic part of the 
unit. The zinc is then condensod into molten metal, and copper, lead and other 
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metals arc removed from the «lag. These operation« for,,, a continuous process 
Une entire cycle gives: 

(«)   Sulphur extraction to provide rich pases (up to (Ml per cent sulphur 
dioxide) ; l 

(i>)    Copper and {irecious metals in matte; 
(<•)    I*ad, germanium, selenium, rhenium'   cadmium and other com- 

ponents are volatilized, and zinc becomes liquid. 

142. This proceas has been functioning since 1005 in a pilot plant. Semi- 
industrial tests on a unit with a capacity of ß0 tons of charge per day are 
being earned out to obtain optimal construction and performance data 

143. The main technological operations of the KIVCET process are: 
(a) Charge preparation for smelting; 
(b) Roast smelting of charge in cyclone chamber; 
(c) Slag and matte separation; 
(d) Elect rot hermic stripping of smelt; 
(e) Condensation of zinc; 
(f) Cooling and purification of gases. 

11^ ¡T1 nnkf °Ut on the P•"** of copper-.inc concentrata 
ÌZ?Z goa PW CCnt COpper' 7 3~105 Ver ceilt zi•. 1.Ä-Ä.0 per cent lead, 24-26 per cent iron, and 32-34 per cent sulphur. 

nfihJíivrí^^ díf 0n the CXtraCti0U 0f various metal* «d sulphur by the KIVCET and other methods of processing. 

TABLE l6.   COMPARATIVE Y,«„> or METALS AND SULPHUR FRO« corrEB-zme CONCEN. 
TRATES BY VARIOUS EXTRACTION METHODS 

(Per cent) 

Mrthod 

KIVCET 
Kleetrosmelting 

(with mntorcd charge) 
Kevorlieratory mnplting 
Shaft smelting 

Jü'f "V,e,KIVCET method- «» eon.p.ri.on with other proce,«,  require, 

1 CZtt^T eff0Cl °f "">«—"• •» « •» «ee» ftom 
T«. .7.  «,,,,„--nu«, „„ „„ ImDÏ „,„ I0„ „, „XTIIACII!O 

METAL BY VARIOUS METHODS OF SMELTINO 

(kWh) 

MiVCET 

1.B78 

Rtvtrberatory 
mtUing 

4,027 

Shaft 
»netting 

3,347 

Ehetrothermie 
mtUint 

4,543 
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(«tons -U indUStrial KUrET °0mpl0X V'ith th" -P-"v of 
iwR A! h'T mg COIi;m,HSiO'10d iU 0,M! "f th« -PP^ Zelters of tho 
d^gL ma°0'   W1      a   °apaPity °f ^^»"^hours.   is   being 

148. rV*PIH-.-uirkH romT.it ratos have boon smelted „sin« different techno, 
lopes. Tho chemical composition of the concentrates was as follow, 3 i,_4 -i 
l>or emit nickel, 1.8-2.Ì per cent copper, 0.1-0.15 Fr cent cobalt, 14 1-1,1 
per cent *ulphur, 23.2- 24.0 per , ont iron. 25.7-2U.1   por cent silica, and 

in l"h KIVPFTI 
mftgneBium- T^I>—»tage of metals extracted in matte 

in tho KIVCKT furnace was as follows: 97.8 per cent nickel, 90 2 per cent 
copper  ami 80.8 per cent cobalt. The comparative consumption of oxygen 

Íabl'e is     aU C CUergy für lh° VarÌOUS Sm0ltiUg prWP8H°8 is #• in 

TABtE 18.      CoMFAHAT.YE COXSUMPnON OF OXVOEN, ftr„„ BLAST ANT, F,LECTR,C KNKRUV 

BY VARIOUS MKTHOOS OF KXTHACTION 

(Per cent) 

BUtífomtUing 
(with »ini red charge) 

100 

Smeltrr "Thompson" 

84.5 

KIVCET 

70 

149 Rich sulphide copper-nickel ore (8-10 per cent copper, 3-4 9 per cent 
nickel, 0.08-1.12 per cent cobalt, 40-45 per cent iron, 28 per cent sulphur, 
b-8 per cent silica, 2 per cent alumina) has also been tested in the KIVCET 
furnace. It was found that the procesa is autogenous and that in the cyclone 
chamber it is stable under the following conditions: a rate of dosulphurisation 
of not le88 than (50 per cent, and not more than 30 per cent of silica in the 
slag. The extraction of motáis in matte is as follows: »6.3 per cent copper 
90.7 per cent nickel and 77 per cent cobalt. ' 

150.   Semi-industrial tests have been carried out in the KIVCET furnace 
with copper-pyrite concentrates, containing gold (3.8 per cent copper, 3.8 per 
cent su phur, 32 per cent iron, 21 per cent silica, 10 g/ton gold, 40 g/ton silver) 
Ihe extraction of metals in matte is as follow: 93.1 per cent copper  90 per 
cent gold, and 95.2 per cent silver. '       * 

151    During 1969 copper concentrates were smelted in the KIVCET furnace 
to blister. Results were promising, and further tests are now under way. 

THE WORCRA PROCESS 

1Ö2. Further development of the WORCRA process has been made in the 
last three years. Essentially, this process combines the smelting and converting 
operations in one furnace. The different operations are carried out in the three 
different zones of the furnace. The process has the great advantage of pro. 
ducmg metal rather than matte directly from concentrate«. Moreover, the 
fuel requirements are much lower than those for conventional methods, and 
sulphur or sulphur dioxide can l>e recovered as a by-product. 
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b>3.    The process is still in the development stage. Work on an (-.-.perimental 
scale has been carried   on   at the Sulphide Corporation   Ltd   in Australia 
More recently. Conzine Rio Tint,, of Australia Ltd has built a semi-commercial 
WORCRA furnace at the works of the Electrolytic Henning * Smelting Co 
of Australia Ltd, at   Port   Kemhln. 

154. The furnace has undergone three sparate campaigns of about a year 
each, and experience has shown that the process can be worked on a eommer- 
eial scale. The Port Kembla plant has a capacity of About 0.000 tons of 
copper per annum. During operation» a number of defiriendo* in the ancillary 
plant became evident, but these have now »K>en rectified. The fuel requirement 
lor a bigger furnace would probably be about half that required for a con- 
ventional reverberatorv furnace. 

l.w. The conclusion to be derived from the operation of the pilot plant and 
the semi-commercial installation is that the metallurgy of the WORCRA 
process for the continuous direct smelting-eonverting of copper concentrates 
is well established. However, before a plant is built on a full commercial scale, 
more work on the engineering side is required to achieve the maximum poten' 
trai for this operation. The next step would be to build a plant with a capacity 
of 20,000—30,000 tons of copper per annum. 

156. The advantages of the WORCRA process as compared with the eon- 
ventional methods are: 

(a) Lower capital costs, which are expected to be some 20-30 per cent 
lower than revorheratory and convector furnaces of the same capacity. 
This is particulaiîy important for the developing countries as they 
are frequently short of capital to invest in their industries. 

(h) Lower operating costs, which would bring greater economic returns 
to the countries that adopt the process. The extent of the cost 
savings would depend on local conditions, but they would bo parti- 
cularly evident for fuel, power and labour. 

(r) The WORCRA furnace would be economically uable at much 
smaller capacities than conventional smelting. The plant could 
probably produce, economically, an output in the range of 
10,000-20,000 tons of coppe, per year. It could, therefore, be 
adopted by the developing countries, which have relatively small 
copier deposits and are not able to build the very large smelters 
now in use. 

(d) Sulphur can be recovered efficiently from the waste gases. Virtually 
all the sulphur could be recovered apart from the small quantities 
contained in the copper produced and in the slag. As a result 
atmospheric pollution could be greatly reduced. This problem is 
becoming increasingly important. 

(e) Recovery of copper from the concentrates should be as high as 
m the existing processes. 
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ELECTROLYTIC  ItKFINIMi (if Ol'l'Kli 

Mil. Tin- electrolytic process for refining copper ha* made great prom, s* 
in the last decade, although the process has not undergone a fundamental 
change; it is still performed in box-type tanks with fixed electrodes. 

I5H. As a result of the latent improvements in the process and tin« use of 
m>w materials, the curren; load in the tank has been greatly increased. Its 
production capacity can he raised by increasing the elect rodò surface in the 
tank, and by raising the current density. 

15<J. At present a current density as high as 25«> - 'MA) A/in* is applied in 
some refineries in Japan and in the USSR. The intensification of the refining 
process by raising the current density up to 400-000 A/m» is made by using 
current reversal. It has also been demonstrated that raising the current 
density up to 400-600 A/ma is possible without current reversal, for various 
types of copper. 

160. Labour-intensive processes, e.g. the removal of copper sheets from 
die« and the preparation of cathodes, have also been substantially mechanized. 
Continuous process lines have been mechanized, and mechanized methods 
are now used for cleaning tanks of sludge. The washing of cathodes has also 
been simplified. 

101. Further research work is progressing in the same direction, namely, 
on mechanization and the search for new materials. 

162. The main improvements in the process have been: 

(a) The stabilization of the regimo; 
(b) The use of new materials for tanks and electric transmissions; 
(c) The intensification of the olectrorefining process; 
(d) The mechanization of production operations. 

163. The principal developments giving rise to these improvements have 
been: 

(a) The  substitution of current  semiconductor  rectifiers for  motor 
generator sets; 

(b) Heating the electrolyte by tubular heaters; 
(c) New instruments for automated control of the process; 
(d) Improvement in the quality of cathode sediments; 
(e) New apparatus for detecting short circuits. 

104. Despite these improvements, the general level of automation in the 
process is still rather low. 

165. The new materials that are being used include corrosion-resistant 
thermoplastic materials for lining tanks, acid-resistant stainless steel for 
pumps and titanium for dies. 





8.   DEVELOPMENTS IN COPPER TRANSFORMATION 

166. Transformation, or fabrication, includes the processes of converting 
copper raw material into a variety of producta, which may be used by the 
engineering, electrical, transport and construction industry. Basically, these 
processes involve the use of unwrought copper to produce wire, »trip, sheet 
and plate, rod, tube» and castings. These products are made either of copper 
or of a wide range of copper alloys. 

167. About half the copper in the world is used for electrical conductors. 
In the main, this is in the form of wire that has been produced from wirebars, 
first by a hot rolling process down to wire rod, and thereafter by drawing! 
These processes involve large capital expenditure and many different stages. 
At various stages the metal has to be heated and then cooled, processed 
and annealed. 

168. The developments in fabricating generally are aimed at eliminating 
some of these many processes and wasteful heat treatments. 

160.   The recent developments are described below. 

COPPER WIRE ROD AND WIRE 

170. The conventional hot rolling-mill uses wirebars as a raw material. The 
wirebars have to be cast in the first place from cathodes and then have to 
be reheated to allow for hot rolling. The production of wirebars is carried 
out in the copper refineries. They are then transported to the rod rolling- 
mills for rolling into wire rod. 

171. To replace these two separate, conventional processes, development 
work has been carried out on the integration of the casting and rolling 
processes, and new methods have been devised fur continuous casting and 
integrated rolling-milK e.g. the Properai South Wire system. As an alter- 
native, the General Electric Co. of the US has developed a dip-forming 
process, which eliminates the wirebar and forms wire rod directly from melted 
cathodes. Both these processes yield a wire rod that is subsequently drawn 
down into wire. 
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1-2. Further developments have taken piare „u th,> Indmstalir eMrusion 
•t copper wire direclly fr,.,,, th.- uirrhar lu |¡„¡.s|„,| wil,, T|,¡, ¡s sl Vil|.¡at¡„a 
»1 (lu- conventional extrusion p,,„,.>s hut  the billet   is surrounded bv près- 

surized fluid. 

l/.i.    Work lias also  invìi .an idi .„it   mi miti, iMlf  ,„,. .liauin-  pro.-sses 
•Ibis can be done by using hydmstat ie or hvd.o.h namir presas in reduce 
the    working load«,   or.   alternatively,   I.y „sing    roller-die   terlmtqurs   to 
reduce the number of drawing operations. 

174.    Finally, ultrasonic energy may  he used in  win -drawim'. 

STRIP, SHKKT AND F-I.ATK 

175. Improvements in producing rolled products have follow,*! basic 
principies similar to those used for prodming wire. The aim is to eliminate 
some of the intermediate processes. 

176. At present copper rolling-slabs are produced hv the reiineries and 
alloy slabs in the foundries. These slabs are then reheated for hot rollili« 
into rough rolled strip. This is then « old rolled. At various stages reheating 
ami annealing is necessary. 

177. The aim of the new methods is to eliminate *ome of the above oper- 
ations, and, m particular, the continual reheating. The basic approach has 
therefore been to cast wide strip directly, instead of producing it bV hot 
rolling Continuous easting in wide widths has been developed by the Ha/lott 
and the Hunter engineering presses. Continuous easting in narrow width« 
has also been developed, using static die«. 

178 An alternative process, although probably of less importance, is the 
centrifugal casting of a hollow cylinder of brass, which is then sawn and 
flattened to give a thin wide strip for subsequent cold rolling. 

179. An alternative approach has been to reduce the number of working 
operations by effecting a very large reduction in the thickness of the material 

tLes °Peration'  in8fcead of passing the metal through rolla many 

180 All the» various processes can be integrated with the continuous 
casting method already outlined. 

L8LJÎ-her ?CVe,Tnent8 ,iu the Production of flat products inelude the 
compacting of powders or the use of spray-deposition techniques, to produce 
a strip for subsequent cold working. 

182. Greater accuracy of dimensions has also been obtained by using pre- 
stressed mateiials. y        g p e 



î).   THE COPPER INDUSTRY IN CHILE AND BULGARIA 

THE DEVELOPMENT ANO STRUCTURE OF THE COPPER INDUSTRY IN CHILE 

183. Chilo has been one of the world's largest copper producers for more 
than 100 years Its output rose to nearly half a million tons per annum 
during World War II but foil after the war to a level of about 400.000 tons 
*or a period of years production remained static. The industry was devel- 
oped in the main by two large American companies-Anaconda and the 
Kenneeott Copper Corporation. 

184. In 1964, the Government of Chilo formulated a new policy for the 
industry, which envisaged the following: 

(a)   Doubling the copper production from 600,000 to 1.2 million tons 
of copper content per year; 

Participation of the Government in ownership of the mines through 
the purchase of shares; 

Integration of the copper industry into the national economic 
programme so that the industry would buy the major part of its 
supplies of necessary materials in the country; 
Increase in refining capacity; 

Active participation of the Government in the marketing of copper 
products; 

Programme for building the infrastructure for the expansion of 
plants—housing, roads etc.; 
Expansion plan for the medium and small mine sectors; 

fh)    International action by the Government in the copper market, 
especially through co-operation with the other three main copper 
exporting countries-Peru, the RepubUe of Zaire and Zambia; 

(i)    Nationalization of the copper industry. 

1S5. The legislation to put this programme into effect took two years to 
be enacted. After it had been passed, detailed arrangements were worked 
out whereby the State was to acquire controlling interest in the major 
US-owned mines and eventually to obtain complete ownership. 

186. The increase in the production of copper was intended to allow the 
more rapid nationalization of the copper industry. The rapid rise in the 
world copper prices gave an incentive to sales. 

ß) 

(c) 

(d) 
(e) 

(f) 

(9) 
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187. The prvernment-owned Empresa Nacional de Mineria (ENAMI) 
provides a wide raupe of services to the medium-sized and small mining 
industry. These inelude not only exploration, smelting and refining, but also 
sueh activities as the construction of roads and drainage systems, the supply 
of electrical power and plant and machinery of various types. 

N':\V    ÎNlirSTUIAL    »FA'KLOl'MKN'TS   IN    COPPER   SMKLTINf»   ANI)   REFININO    IN 

BrLn.uuA 

1H8. Bulgaria has been a source of copper since ancient times, but in very 
small quantities The copper industry really started to develop only after the 
Second World War when Bulgaria became a centrally planned economy. 

INO. At that timo there were two small metallurgical plants in the country, 
one of which produced a few hundred tons of copper matte. Several non- 
ferrous metal ore deposits were discovered and flotation plants were estab- 
li shed. 

100. In 1070, the total production of non-ferrous metal ores was more than 
13 million ton». The copper content of these ores in various years between 
1050 ami 1070 is given in table 10. 

TABLE 19.    COPIER ORE  PRODUCTION IN   HutoARiA, 
1950-1970 

(Recoverable metal content) 

Year Ton* 

1950 2,200 
195(1 5,600 
1960 11,000 
1905 29,000 
1970 i-B. 40,000 

191. The general trend of development in the world's copper industry ha» 
also been reflected in the Bulgarian industry. Low-grade deposits of 
porphyntic ores are being developed, and some richer ore deposits are bei• 
opened up. 

102. The ore of the low-grade mines has a metal content that goes as low 
as 0.4 per cent. Underground mines are producing ores with a copper content 
of 1 per cent or a little more. 

103. In general, therefore, the ore bodies cannot be considered to be very 
neh, but modern methods of dressing and metallurgical processing give good 
technical results. e 

194. In the Dimitrov mine and metallurgical plant, large quantities of 
low-grade ores are processed. The first blister copper in Bulgaria was pro- 
dueed here in 1052 and the plant still produces only blister copper 
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195. Most of the copper raw materials are processed in 1 ho copper-extrac- 
tion works, which started operating in lOr.fl. This plant was enlarged and 
began operating with increased capacity in 1906-1907. The plant not only 
produces copper, but also extracts some by-products smh ns sulphur 
selenium, tellurium, precious metals and others. Various byproducts are also 
obtained from the spent electrolyte. 

196. The programme of operations is: 

(a) Preparing the charge out of concentrate and quartz flux; 
(h) Drying the charge; 
(c) Roasting in the fluidized-bcd roaster; 
(d) Smelting the roast product in the electro-smelting furnace; 
(e) Converting the copper matte; 
(f) Fire-refining of the blister copper and anode casting; 
(g) Electrolytic refining of the copper anodes. 

107.   On the basis of these new developments in Bulgaria, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

(a) It is possible for a copper industry to bo developed effectively 
even in a small country with comparatively low-grade ores, with 
a copper content of about 0.4 per cent. 

(b) Effective processing of concentrates with relatively low copper 
content is possible by careful selection of the metallurgical methods 
and the intensification of metallurgical processes. 

(c) In order to obtain favourable economic results, trained specialists 
are needed who are highly qualified in the development of copper 
metallurgy in a small country. The results achieved in the devel- 
opment of copper metallurgy in Bulgaria demonstrate that in thin 
country highly qualified specialists can be trained in a short 
time. 
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